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Threat prioritisation

❖ Aim: identify 3 serious cross-border health threats to guide HERA’s action on monitoring, research and 

development, production, procurement and stockpiling of MCMs

❖ ‘All hazards approach’ - identification of threat categories, using

publicly available data/lists

❖ Selection of priority threat category considering burden on health, mode

of transmission, risk of spreading, but also the availability of

prophylaxis/treatment

❖ Extensive consultation and alignment with Member States’ priorities, EU

and international stakeholders

this category includes largely, but not exclusively, respiratory RNA viral families:
Arena-, Bunya-, Corona-, Flavi-, Filo-, Orthomyxo-, Paramyxo-, Picorna-, Pox- and 
Togaviridae viral families
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Development of MCM list

❖ The list of critical MCMs will include high-priority MCMs for development, including next generation vaccines, 

broad spectrum antivirals, antibiotics against AMR, other MCMs in cooperation with MS, EMA and ECDC 

❖ HERA will activate emergency research plans for R&D (incl. 

clinical trials) of novel/repurposed MCMs

❖ HERA will support production and deployment of 

(un)authorised MCMs

❖ HERA will draw a broad list of critical MCMs

❖ HERA will gather intelligence on selected critical MCMs 

❖ HERA will identify gaps (where authorised treatments are not 

available) and needs in terms of market interest on MCMs for a 

short list for R&D

PREPAREDNESS MODE

CRISIS MODE – Council Regulation on the emergency framework 



Scope of the MCM list

❖ HERA is working with Member States on a catalogue of MCMs and MCM categories that will be used as 

a basis for the MCM prioritisation

Threat specific MCMs

Horizontal MCMs



Establishing the list of critical MCMs

refine the listing methodology

complete the list with MCM and promising products in the pipeline

identify the most critical MCM in each category 

assess availability and accessibility of the most critical MCMs

consider additional information available at national or EU level 

develop list of critical MCMs
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JOINT PROCUREMENT 
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End-to-end support
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